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Abstract5

Numerical simulations were performed to investigate how the design and the6

operation conditions of a Pelton turbine injector affect its vulnerability to hydro-7

abrasive erosion, alongside with its flow control capacity. Use was made of a8

Volume Of Fluid (VOF) model for simulating the free nozzle jet, a Lagrangian9

particle tracking model for reproducing the trajectories of the silt particles, and10

two erosion models for estimating the mass removal. The comparison against11

earlier studies and the experimental evidence, integrated with a careful sensitivity12

analysis, gave strength to the reliability of the numerical model. Nozzle seat and13

needle were the injector components most vulnerable to erosion. As the valve was14

closing, the erosion of the needle strongly increased, whilst that of the nozzle seat15

remained broadly constant. The influence of the injector design was also explored,16

suggesting that a reduction of the needle vertex angle is likely to enhance the17

risk of erosive wear. Finally, it was found that the possibility to condense the18

effects of the needle stroke and the needle vertex angle in a single parameter (i.e.19
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the effective opening area) is no more allowed when hydro-abrasive erosion is20

considered, thereby assessing the need for case-specific wear prediction analyses.21

Keywords: Computational fluid dynamics; discharge coefficient; hydro-abrasive22

erosion; Pelton turbine injector.23

1. Introduction24

In a Pelton turbine, the proper interaction between the water jet and the blades25

is fundamental for the efficiency of the device. In this context, an important role26

is played by the injector, which is used both for generating the high-speed jet27

and regulating the flow rate. Particularly, a needle valve throttles the flow in the28

injector, and the control of the flow is achieved by adjusting the needle stroke, s, in29

the nozzle. Figure 1 shows the main geometrical parameters of the needle-nozzle30

system, namely the constant aperture diameter of the nozzle,D0, the needle vertex31

angle, γn, and the contraction angle of the nozzle seat, γns.32

When investigating the regulation characteristics of the injector, is it a common33

practice to make reference to the discharge coefficient, ϕD0 , which is defined as:34

ϕD0 =
4Qjet

πD2
0

√
2gH

(1)

where Qjet is the water flow rate through the injector nozzle, g is the modulus35

of the gravitational acceleration, and H is the net head at the injector entrance.36

At a certain distance from the plane of the injector outlet, the jet has a minimum37

area where all the streamlines are parallel. Such narrow section was referred to38

as “waist section” by Zhang [1], who demonstrated that, under the assumption39

that the head drop in the injector is negligible compared to H , ϕD0 represents the40

ratio of the jet diameter in the waist section to the diameter of the nozzle aperture.41
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The trend of ϕD0 versus the dimensionless needle stroke, s/D0, is usually called42

“injector characteristics”.43

A certain number of studies were reported in the literature regarding the fluid44

dynamic behavior of Pelton turbine injectors. With the exception of few studies45

entirely based on physical experiments [1–3], most investigations relied, in part46

or in full, on Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations. For instance, in47

their upgrading and refurbishment of the injector nozzles of a Pelton turbine for the48

water power plant of Tillari in India, Veselý and Varner [4] assessed the effect of49

the design modifications on the injector characteristics via CFD and experiments50

on a prototype model. Koukouvinis et al. [5] proposed a numerical technique51

based on Smoothed Particles Hydrodynamics (SPH) as a tool for injector design52

based on the predicted inherent characteristic curve. Benzon et al. [6] employed53

two commecial CFD codes to investigate the influence of the injector geometry54

on its dissipation characteristics based on 2D axi-symmetric simulations, and55

suggested two values of γn and γns which reduce the energy consumption required56

to produce a given flow rate. In a later study [7], the same researchers gave57

strength to the obtained results by performing more complex 3D simulations of58

the injector installed in Turgo and Pelton turbines. Jo et al. [8] combined CFD59

and laboratory tests to assess the effect of the nozzle contraction angle upon the60

discharge coefficient of the injector, the quality of the jet, and the overall Pelton61

turbine efficiency. Zeng et al. [9] numerically investigated how the fluid dynamic62

characteristics of the jet are affected by the elbow pipe upstream the device and the63

inner ribs for different needle strokes. Finally, a result of considerable impact for64

injector design was reported in Zhang’s book [1], and it consists in the possibility65

to unify the influences of γn and s/D0 on the discharge coefficient into a single66
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parameter, called “effective opening area”. This variable is defined as the ratio67

between the opening area, AD, calculated as follows68

AD = π

(
1− s

2D0

sin 2γn

)
D0s sin γn (2)

and the nozzle area, AD0 = πD2
0/4.69

In hydro turbines, the presence of solid particles carried along with the flow is a70

concern to engineers because, when the solids hit the turbine surface, they can pro-71

duce material removal. This phenomenon, referred to as hydro-abrasive erosion, is72

particularly significant in some world regions where the natural water is seasonally73

rich in silt, which is difficult to remove [10]. The erosion by silt sediment could74

have negative influence on the produced power due to the decay of the efficiency75

and to the growth of extraordinary maintenance. In their reviews of hydro-abrasive76

erosion of hydraulic turbines, Padhy and Saini [11] and Felix et al. [12] listed the77

parts of Pelton components mainly affected by this phenomenon, namely needle78

tips, seat rings and injector nozzles, runner buckets, jet deflector, protection roof79

of injectors, casing, and grating below runner. However, the majority of the stud-80

ies focused on the hydro-erosion of buckets. M.K. Padhy and R.P. Saini carried81

out extensive research on this topic based on experiments on a small-scale Pelton82

turbine. In a first work [13], they proposed an interpolatory formula for the mass83

loss of Pelton buckets as a function of the silt concentration, the silt size, the jet84

velocity, and the operating hours. Later [14], they correlated the erosion of Pelton85

buckets to the efficiency reduction of the turbine, and developed another empirical86

formula which, starting from the same input parameters, estimates directly the per-87

centage efficiency loss. Finally [15], they discussed the main erosion mechanisms88

occurring at various locations of Pelton buckets for different sizes of the abrasive89

particles. Abgottspon et al. [16] investigated the erosion of Pelton buckets based90
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on a case study of the Fieschertal hydropower plant, and concluded that the loss91

of material and the reduction in efficiency correlate only to a minor degree with92

the sediment load, whilst an important role is played by local conditions (such as93

particle properties), the design characteristics, the mode of operation, and, very94

important, the status of the runner at the beginning of the sediment season. A95

series of measurements on two Pelton turbines in the Toss hydropower plant in96

India, performed during the period May-October 2015, allowed Rai et al. [17] to97

make a detailed analysis of hydro-abrasive erosion in Pelton buckets, identifying98

five different erosion categories. During the same period, the authors constantly99

monitored the sediments entering the turbine, observing that, whilst size and100

concentration underwent significant variation, the shape of the grains remained101

substantially unchanged. In another study, Rai et al. [18] developed a simplified102

model for the estimation of the particle velocity and inclination angle relative to103

the rotating Pelton buckets, which were identified as the key parameters affecting104

erosion. The model was applied to a considerable number of real-case scenarios,105

leading to recommendations for the design and operation of Pelton turbines in106

order to reduce their vulnerability to hydro-abrasive wear. A similar approach was107

followed by Zhang [1], who derived a simplified model to numerically track the108

particle motion in the water-sheet flow within the Pelton buckets.109

Fewer papers specifically concerned the hydro-abrasive erosion of the Pelton110

injectors. Bajracharya et al. [10] investigated the erosion of the needles of the111

Pelton turbines installed in the Chilime hydroelectric plant in Nepal, reporting112

some photographs and wear profiles. The authors estimated the penetration rate113

(that is, the rate at which the erosion depth increases) and the efficiency reduction114

experienced by the turbines, and they suggested an interpretation of the needle115
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erosion based on fluid dynamic considerations. The particularly severe erosion116

of the needle was ascribed to the combined effects of hydro-abrasive erosion117

and cavitation, which were supposed to be enhanced when the injector operated in118

partial opening condition. Evidence of the synergistic effect of the two phenomena119

in Pelton needle had been previously reported also by Thapa et al. [19] and120

discussed in the review paper by Gohil and Saini [20]. Recently, Morales et121

al. [21] estimated the erosion behavior of the needle at Chivor hydroelectric plant122

in Colombia by measuring the evolution of its surface roughness, and developed123

a setup to reproduce the phenomenon at the laboratory scale. The authors found124

that, after an incubation period, a fast increase in roughness occurred, and the125

enhancement in the mass removal was attributed to the fact that the hydro-abrasive126

erosion promoted the onset of cavitation erosion.127

Nowadays, CFD has high potential for the analysis of critical working con-128

ditions in hydraulic machinery such as turbines and pumps, including cavitation,129

solid particle erosion, and flow-induced noise (e.g. [22–24]). The numerical ap-130

proach, in fact, allows attaining detailed information and it is substantially free131

from several difficulties inherent in experimental and field testing. Particularly,132

a well established methodology is available for CFD-based wear estimation, and133

it consists of two steps in sequence [25]. First, the fluid-particle flow field is134

simulated by means an Eulerian-Lagrangian two-phase model [26], in which the135

fluid flow is represented in an Eulerian, cell-based framework, whilst the solid136

phase is represented in a Lagrangian framework by following the trajectories of a137

certain number of particles. Afterwards, a single-particle erosion model is applied138

to estimate the loss of material produced by each particle-wall collision and, in139

turn, the overall erosion of the walls.140
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A single-particle erosion model is an algebraic equation relating the erosion141

ratio of a particle-wall collision, Ecoll (i.e. the ratio between the mass of material142

removed,Wp, and the mass of the particle,mp) as a function of several parameters,143

including the modulus of the particle velocity at the impact stage, |vp,imp|, the144

particle impingement angle, θp,imp, some particles-related quantities, such as its145

shape and size, and some mechanical properties of the target material, such as its146

hardness (Fig. 2). The effectiveness of single-particle erosion models arises from147

their capability to correctly capture the physical processes associated with material148

removal. In the case of ductile materials, the existence of two erosion mechanisms149

has been established since pioneering works such as Bitter [27], where they were150

called cutting wear and deformation wear. Cutting wear mainly occurs at low151

impact angles, and it is associated with a shearing action. Deformation wear is152

characteristic of high impact angles and, even if the basic physical process was not153

agreed upon by researchers [28], an interpretation still shared attributes the mass154

removal to repeated particle impacts causing plastic deformation, hardening, and155

sub-surface cracking [29].156

Several researchers, including Bitter [27, 30], Neilson and Gilchrist [31], Grant157

and Tabakoff [28], Huang et al. [32], and Arabnejad et al. [29, 33], proposed158

phenomenological erosion models that quantify the contributions from cutting159

and deformation wear separately. These models provide intuitive appreciation of160

the physical phenomena underlying erosion. At the same time, the wear estimates161

appear sensitive on several material- or particle-related parameters which are very162

difficult to quantify, and are usually calibrated from laboratory experiments in163

which a high-velocity particle-laden jet impinges against a specimen at a certain164

inclination angle (Fig. 3). In these tests, the carrier fluid is typically air, so that165
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the particles follow straight lines and the particle impact angle is approximately166

equal to the nozzle-to-specimen angle. Conversely, the particle impact velocities167

are likely to be lower than the air jet velocity at the nozzle exit, and are generally168

estimated by image techniques or CFD simulations.169

Other erosion models can be classified as empirical, in the sense that they were170

directly obtained by fitting the outcomes of the experimental tests sketched in Fig. 3171

and do not have a rigorous physical derivation. It is noted that, generally, the formof172

the mathematical expressions to be calibrated arises from physical considerations,173

thereby making the boundary between phenomenological and empirical erosion174

models not easily drawn. A common feature of empirical erosion models is that175

the tuning constants are not given a precise physical characterization, but express176

general concepts such as particle or material property. The wide applicability of177

empirical erosion models, even in an engineering context, comes from the fact178

that, typically, the predictive equations can be utilized for many materials and179

any impact condition. On the other side, they allow limited understanding of180

the material behavior itself. The models which will be employed in this study,181

presented later in section 2.3, belong to the category of empirical erosion models.182

For the sake of completeness, it is noted that alternatives to the traditional183

single-particle erosion models have been reported in the literature. Lyczkowski184

and Bouillard [34] discussed power and energy dissipation erosion models, which185

interpret erosion as a result of the energy transferred from the solids to the eroding186

surfaces. Recently, Leguizamón et al. [35] developed a multiscale model which187

relies on the simulation of the sediment impact process at the sub-particle scale.188

Finally, some newmodeling approaches were proposed by the authors of this paper189

to increase the applicability of CFD-based wear estimation methods [36–38].190
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Apart from these innovative efforts, the standard CFD-based methodology191

previously described has been often applied to different types of turbines, and192

the focus was usually on the erosion of the blades [39–48]. However, in the193

extensive literature review carried out in this study, the authors did not find any194

publication regarding the numerical investigation of the impact erosion in Pelton195

turbine injectors other than a couple of papers by Zeng et al. [49, 50]. In [50], the196

flow field of the free jet produced by the injector was analyzed, the trajectories of197

50 µm size particles were tracked, and an empirical erosion model was used to198

identify the areas of the needle-nozzle system most exposed to erosion. Following199

the same approach, the effect of particle size was briefly explored in a previous200

publication of the same researchers [49].201

Purpose of the present paper was to contribute to the knowledge of hydro-202

abrasive erosion in Pelton turbine injectors, and, particularly, the main focus was203

on the use of the injector as flow control device. A systematic CFD study was204

carried out to predict the loss of material caused by the impingements of silt205

particles carried along with the flow over the entire travel rate of the needle and206

for three different needle vertex angles, γn, in order to establish the influence of207

these geometrical and operation parameters on the erosion characteristics of the208

device. The numerical results, discussed on the basis of the physical processes209

underlying particle transport and hydro-abrasive erosion, showed consistency with210

earlier studies and the experimental evidence. The remainder of the paper is211

divided in three sections, followed by the conclusions. In section 2, details on the212

mathematical model and the solution algorithm are provided. In section 3, the213

key simulation parameters are reported, and the consistency and the reliability of214

the numerical solution are assessed. Finally, in section 4, the obtained results are215
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illustrated and discussed.216

2. Mathematical model217

The modeling approach used in the present study was analogous to that of218

Zeng et al. [49, 50], except for the fact that a specific analysis of the influence of219

the erosion model was here performed. The low mass loading considered in the220

simulations (1‰), consistent with the values recorded during flood events [10],221

enabled the hypothesis of one-way coupling regime, i.e. the assumption that the222

fluid flow is not affected by the presence of the particles [51]. This allowed223

decoupling the determination of the regulation characteristics of the injector and224

the estimation of wear due to silt particles. A Volume Of Fluid (VOF) multiphase225

model was employed to reproduce the free water jet leaving the injector, in order226

to provide a fluid-dynamic characterization of the device. The calculation of the227

particle trajectories was then performed over the VOF predictions and, finally,228

single-particle erosion models were employed to obtain the wear estimates.229

2.1. The VOF model for the fluid-dynamic characterization of the injector230

The free water jet in air produced by the injector was simulated by means of231

the VOF multiphase model under steady-state flow conditions and treating both232

phases as incompressible. No phase change was assumed for the water phase and,233

therefore, the possible presence of cavitation regions was not accounted for. In the234

VOF model, the water-air mixture is considered as a single fluid with properties235

depending on the local volume fractions of the two phases, namely:236

ψ = ψwαw + ψaαa (3)
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where ψw, ψa, and ψ are generic fluid dynamic properties (i.e. density, ρ, and237

viscosity, µ) of the water phase, the air phase, and the water-air mixture, respec-238

tively; αw and αa are the volume fractions of the water and air phases, respectively.239

Reynolds averaged formulations of the fundamental conservation equations were240

solved. The mass conservation equation for the mixture is241

∇ · (ρU) = 0 (4)

whereU is the mean velocity vector of the mixture. The momentum conservation242

equation for the mixture with the Boussinesq assumption is243

∇ · (ρUU ) = −∇P +∇ ·
[
(µ+ µt)

(
∇U +∇UT

)]
+ ρg (5)

where P is the mean pressure of the mixture, µt is the eddy viscosity, and g is244

the gravitational acceleration vector. Finally, in the VOF model, the tracking of245

the interface between the gas and the liquid is accomplished by the solution of246

a continuity equation for the gas volume fraction, which, under the assumptions247

made (i.e. steady-state, incompressible two-phase flow without mass exchanges248

between air and water), reduces to:249

∇ · (αaU) = 0 (6)

The volume fraction equation for the water phase was not solved explicitly, but αw250

was obtained by the constrain251

αa + αw = 1 (7)

At the interface, identified by those cells in which 0 < αw < 1, a force due to252

the surface tension coefficient, Fσ, was added as a source term in the momentum253

equation for the mixture (Eq. 5). Fσ is given by254

Fσ = σκ∇αw (8)
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where σ is the surface tension coefficient and κ is the surface curvature, namely:255

κ = ∇ · ∇αw

|∇αw|
(9)

The eddy viscosity, µt, was evaluated by means of the realizable k − ε turbulence256

model [52].257

2.2. The Lagrangian particle tracking model258

As already mentioned, owing to the “one-way coupling” regime assumption,259

the Lagrangian tracking calculations were performed after the VOF simulation.260

Following a common practice in particle tracking in order to keep the compu-261

tational load within reasonable limits, the “parcel” approach was adopted. As262

well documented in Crowe et al. [26], this approach relies on the identification263

of groups of particles with identical characteristics (size, shape, density, velocity,264

and position). Such groups are called “parcels” and, hereafter, will be denoted by265

the subscript P, whereas the term “particle” and the subscript p will indicate the266

physical grain. Trajectories were calculated for all parcels by solving the following267

ordinary differential equations:268

dxP

dt
= vP (10a)

dvP
dt

=
3

4dp

ρ

ρp
Cd|u@P − vP| (u@P − vP) +

1

ρp
∇P@P (10b)

where: t is the Lagrangian calculation time; xP and vP are the instantaneous269

position and velocity vectors of the current parcel, respectively; dp, ρp, and Cd are270

the size, the density, and the drag coefficient of the particles in the current parcel,271

respectively; and the “@P” subscript indicates that the instantaneous velocity272

vector of the water-air mixture, u, and the gradient of the mean pressure,∇P , are273
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evaluated at parcel position. The drag coefficient was estimated by the correlation274

of Schiller and Naumann [53] for spherical particles:275

Cd =


24

Rep

(
1 + 0.15Re0.687p

)
, if Rep ≤ 1000

0.44, otherwise
(11)

where Rep = ρdp|u@P − vP|/µ is the particle Reynolds number.276

Other forces, such as gravity, lift, addedmass, and history force, were neglected277

because previous studies [36] and theoretical considerations [51] suggested their278

minor importance for the flows addressed in this study. The instantaneous velocity279

vector of the fluid, u, was obtained by a standard, well-established “discrete280

random walk” stochastic model embedded in the used CFD code [54].281

The Lagrangian tracking problem was solved as steady-state and, therefore,282

each parcel was attributed a fixed mass flux, ṁP, which remained constant along283

its trajectory.284

2.3. Erosion models285

The significant role played by the erosion model in affecting the wear esti-286

mates, assessed by two authors of this paper in previous studies [36, 55], led to the287

decision of employing two different equations, in order to test the robustness of288

the simulation results. The two correlations were selected among those available289

in the literature [25, 34] mainly because of the wide applicability, the widespread290

diffusion, and the easiness of use in terms of number and types of input parame-291

ters. Both models can be regarded as mostly empirical and, therefore, they were292

substantially obtained from calibration of laboratory experiments without a strong293

theoretical foundation.294
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The first model employed was that developed by Oka and co-workers, whose295

final formulation, reported in [56, 57], required years of work and several interme-296

diate steps [58, 59]. According to this model, which will be referred to as “Oka”297

in the remainder of the paper, the erosion (mass) ratio of a particle-wall collision,298

Ecoll, is given by:299

Ecoll = 10−9ρtK (aHν)
k1b

(
|vp,imp|
V ′

)k2 ( dp
D′

)k3
f (θp,imp) (12a)

f (θp,imp) = (sin θp,imp)
n1 [1 +Hν (1− sin θp,imp)

n2 ] (12b)

where: ρt and Hν are the density and the Vickers hardness number of the target300

material, respectively; V ′ and D′ are a reference velocity and a reference particle301

size, respectively; K is a particle property factor depending on particle shape and302

hardness; a and b are parameters related to the material of the eroding surface;303

k1, k2, k3, n1, and n2 depend on the properties of both particles and target.304

The Oka correlation was obtained by fitting the data of air-solid abrasive jet305

impingement tests (Fig. 3) in the following conditions: impact velocities from 50306

to 167 m/s; nozzle-to-specimen angles from 5◦ to 90◦; SiO2, SiC, and glass as307

particle materials; particle sizes from 49 to 428 µm; different metals as target308

materials with ρt from 2700 to 9020 kg/m3 and Hν from 0.40 to 8.00 GPa.309

However, it is noted that, despite its empirical nature, the model was developed310

starting from recognizing erosion as a combination of repeated deformation and311

cutting, which are associated with the two multiplied terms in Eq. 12b. In this312

work, the suggested parameters for SiO2 particles were adopted, namely K=65,313

k1=-0.12, k2=2.3H0.038
ν , k3=0.19, n1=0.71H0.14

ν , and n2=2.4H−0.94ν . The values of314

the reference variables V ′ andD′were those considered by the experimenters when315

fitting their correlation, namely 104 m/s and 326 µm, respectively. Finally, a and316
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b characterize the load relaxation ratio of the target material, and they should be317

determined by ad-hoc experiments. In the lack of any indication, both parameters318

were taken to be unity, as commonly assumed in previous studies [60–63].319

The second erosion model used in the present study was that reported in a320

recommended practice by Det Norske Veritas [64], and it will be called “DNV”321

from this point onward. The DNV model is one of the most widely used in the322

oil and gas industry, and it has an extremely simple formulation. The formula for323

Ecoll is324

Ecoll = K|vp,imp|nf (θp,imp) (13a)

f (θp,imp) =
8∑
j=1

Ajθ
j
p,imp (13b)

where the suggested constants for steel grades are K = 2 · 10−9, n = 2.6,325

A1 = 9.37, A2 = −42.295, A3 = 110.864, A4 = −175.804, A5 = 170.138,326

A6 = −98.398, A7 = 31.211, and A8 = −4.17. As detailed in Haugen et al. [65],327

this formula was empirically obtained through abrasive jet experimentation (Fig. 3)328

with angular sand particles of diameter 200–250 µm, impact velocities from 18329

to 220 m/s, and nozzle-to-specimen angles between 15 and 90◦. Six standard330

steel materials were tested with density around 8000 kg/m3 and Vickers numbers331

between 2.35 and 14.7.332

Theflowconditions addressed in the current investigationwere generallywithin333

the range for which the Oka model was calibrated, except for the impact velocity,334

which was sometimes smaller in the numerical simulations. Conversely, the335

simulated particle size and the Vickers number of the target material were smaller336

than in experiments of Haugen et al. [65]. It is noted that, however, a number of337

studies demonstrated that both models can perform well outside their calibration338
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range, even in closer flow conditions to those addressed here (e.g. [63, 66]). This339

consideration, in addition to thosemade at the beginning of this section, contributed340

to the choice of the erosion models to be tested.341

2.4. Computational domain and boundary conditions342

Half of the computational domain is shown in Fig. 4 together with the imposed343

boundary conditions. A stagnation inlet condition was imposed upstream the344

device, in which the pressure was set to a fixed value (specified later) and αa was345

0. Position and velocity were specified for all parcels at this boundary, where no346

mean relative velocity was assumed between water and solids. The initial parcels’347

velocities, v0P, were thus equal to the unhindered water velocities, U@P, plus a348

fluctuation, as follows349

v0P = U@P + ξ

√
2k@P

3
(14)

where ξ is a three-element vector containing random scalars drawn from the350

standard PDF, and k@P is the unhindered turbulent kinetic energy of the fluid at351

parcel position. The initial parcels’ positions were determined by imposing the352

local parcel number density to be proportional to the local advective water mass353

flux per unit area, i.e. ρw (U@P · n@P), where n@P is the unit normal vector at354

parcel position. The total solid mass flow rate through the inlet section, Ṁs, was355

determined in such a way to produce a solid volume fraction, C, equal to 1‰,356

through the following formula:357

Ṁs = ρp
Qjet

1

C
− 1
≈ ρpCQjet (15)

where the volume flow rate of the water jet,Qjet, was obtained as output of the VOF358

simulation. All parcels, whose total number is referred to as NP, were attributed359
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the same mass flux, equal to360

ṁP =
Ṁs

NP

(16)

A stagnation inlet with total pressure of 0 bar and αa = 1was imposed laterally361

to the nozzle exit, and a pressure outlet condition with total pressure of 0 bar and362

unit backflow air volume fraction was set on all other faces of the outlet cylinder.363

The parcels were allowed to leave the domain through the whole outlet cylinder.364

All other boundaries were solid walls. The wall treatment used in this study365

was two-layer all y+, which smoothly blends the wall laws to estimate the wall366

shear stress and the value of the turbulence quantities in the near-wall cells [54].367

Each time a parcel collided against a wall, the normal and tangential rebound368

velocity components were related to the corresponding incident values via two369

restitution coefficients. The correlations of Grant and Tabakoff [67] were briefly370

explored but, finally, both restitution coefficients were set to a unit value, after371

discovering the minor influence of these parameters upon the quantities of interest372

for this study.373

2.5. Computational methodology374

The simulations were performed employing the general-purpose, commercial375

CFD code STAR CCM+ version 11.02 in conjunction with in-house MATLAB376

routines for the definition of the parcels’ initial conditions. The VOF equations,377

discretized via the finite volume method, were solved in a segregated manner by378

the STAR segregated flowmodel. Use wasmade of a second-order upwind scheme379

for the convective terms, a second-order central difference scheme for the diffusion380

terms, and a Hybrid Gauss-LSQ method for the pressure gradient. The integration381

of the parcel equation of motion was done by the Lagrangian steady solver with382

the default numerical settings [54].383
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By employing a specific utility available in STAR CCM+, the erosion rate384

intensity of each surface element (i.e. the mass of wall material eroded per unit385

area per unit time, referred to as Φel) was calculated, as follows386

Φel =
1

Ael

∑
i(el)

ṁPEcoll,i (17)

where Ael is the area of the surface element, and i (el)-s stand for the parcels387

which impinge against the surface element. In this study, Ecoll,i was evaluated388

by applying either of the two erosion models reported in section 2.3, in which389

vp,imp and θp,imp were replaced by the parcels’ fluid dynamic characteristics at the390

impingement stage. The integral erosion ratio, Eint, of the needle and the nozzle391

was computed by summing up the AelΦel products over the surface elements of392

these components, and dividing by the total solid mass flux through the inflow393

section, Ṁs.394

3. Problem statement and numerical parameters395

3.1. Definition of the simulation scenarios396

Several simulations were carried out on the injector qualitatively sketched in397

Fig. 1 for three needle vertex angles (25◦, 27.5◦, and 30◦). The device was equipped398

with three equally spaced ribs to lead and center the needle. The nozzle diameter,399

D0, was 50 mm and the nozzle contraction angle, γns, was 40◦. For each trim,400

the discharge coefficient and the erosion characteristics were estimated over four401

values of s/D0. The pressure upstream the injector was 40 bar, corresponding to a402

net heat, H , of about 410 m. The physical properties of water and air, i.e. density403

(ρ), viscosity (µ), and surface tension coefficient (σ), were set as the characteristic404

values at a temperature of 20◦C, namely ρw = 998.23 kg/m3, ρa = 1.2041 kg/m3,405
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µw = 1.0016 ·10−3 Pa·s, µa = 1.8205 ·10−5 Pa·s, and σ = 72.86 ·10−3 N/m.406

Finally, in order to enhance the engineering relevance of this study, the mass flux407

of each parcel (ṁP), the particle density (ρp), and the particle size (dp) were defined408

in analogy with the application case analyzed by Bajracharya et al. [10]. In detail,409

ṁp was imposed in such a way to produce a volumetric concentration of 1‰ at the410

nozzle entrance (Eqs. 15 and 16) and the particles were assumed monodisperse411

with ρp = 2650 kg/m3 and dp = 50 µm, representative of silt. The solids were412

implicitly assumed spherical in shape, as implied by the use of the Schiller and413

Naumann correlation for the drag coefficient (Eq. 11). The properties of the target414

material were chosen among the typical values reported in the literature for steels,415

namely ρt = 7900 kg/m3 and Hν = 1.34.416

3.2. Numerical consistency of the CFD solution417

The consistency of the numerical solution was investigated, making reference418

to the minimum simulated dimensionless needle stroke for the γn = 27.5◦ case,419

which is s/D0 = 0.067. This condition was chosen because the high velocity and420

pressure gradient in the nozzle, resulting from the small area of the exit section,421

were expected to enhance the effect of numerical parameters, such as the number422

of grid elements and the number of injected parcels.423

First, the sensitivity of the discharge coefficient predictions upon the spatial424

discretization was investigated. Computational meshes was generated after di-425

viding the domain in three zones, corresponding to the upstream pipe, the actual426

injector, and the environment downstream of the nozzle exit (Fig. 5a). Three427

different unstructured hexahedral meshes were employed, consisting of about 0.9,428

1.7, and 3.4 million cells, and referred to as M1, M2, and M3, respectively. The429

number of cells (total and in each zone) is summarized for all meshes in Table 1.430
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The cells were densified within the nozzle and, above all, close to the needle tip and431

in correspondence to the air-water interface (Fig. 5b), as these are the areas where432

high mesh refinement is required to obtain consistent solutions. The discretization433

error was computed using the GCI (Grid Converge Index) method, following the434

procedure that Celik et al. [68] proposed on the grounds of the previous study by435

Roache [69]. The predicted values of φD0 on the three grids are reported in Table 2436

together with the grid refinement factor, the extrapolated value, and the GCI on437

the two finer meshes. The numerical uncertainty on the fine grid solution was only438

0.27% and, consequently, mesh M3 was considered adequate.439

Afterwards, the consistency of the erosion estimates was analyzed, and the440

target parameter was the integral erosion ratio of the nozzle seat, Eint,ns, estimated441

by the Oka erosion model (Eq. 12). In addition to the sensitivity analysis with442

respect to the computational mesh, the effect of the number of tracked parcels had443

to be assessed. In fact, since a parcel represents a group of physical particles, it was444

necessary to ensure that a statistically significant number of parcels were tracked,445

even more so because the trajectories were random due to the effect of turbulent446

dispersion. This was achieved by increasing the number of parcels, NP, unless447

Eint,ns reached a stable value. Note that increasing NP corresponds to decreasing448

the mass flux that each parcel represents (Eq. 16), and that the higher the number449

of parcels the lower the number of particles each parcel contains. Following a450

previous work [55], the combined effect of the number of grid elements and NP451

was taken into consideration. In order to ensure further reliability of the estimates,452

a ten million element mesh was defined in addition to the already mentioned453

M1, M2, and M3. Such grid is referred to as M4 in Table 1. For each level of454

discretization, the number of injected parcels was increased from 5000 to 100000.455
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Figure 6 confirms the consistency of the wear predictions obtained using the M3456

cells mesh with NP = 75000, since further increase in either the number of457

grid elements or the number of computed trajectories did not produce significant458

changes to Eint,ns. Such number of parcels was considered for all combinations459

of γn and s/D0. Note that, because of the changes in their geometry, the injectors460

produce different jet flow rates for the same H and, therefore, Ṁs and ṁP are not461

equal for all test cases (Eqs. 15 and 16).462

3.3. Assessment of the physical consistency of the VOF solution and validation463

The next step in the assessment of the reliability of the CFD estimates was the464

verification of the physical consistency of the VOF solution and its comparison465

against earlier results from the literature. The typically obtained air-water flow466

fieldwas that depicted in Fig. 7 for γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.459. As expected, the467

pressure dropped off towards the end of the injector, creating a flow that escaped468

in the form of a free jet. The jet spreading was actually negligible within the short469

simulated distance.470

The estimated injector characteristics for the three values of γn are depicted in471

Fig. 8a. The numerical results were in good agreement with the curves reported in472

Zhang’s book [1]. Unfortunately, the experiments from which these curves were473

obtained were described in an earlier report not accessible to the public and, there-474

fore, the geometrical details and the testing conditions were substantially unknown.475

Nevertheless, it is noted that all the data series collapsed into a single one if s/D0476

was replaced by the effective nozzle opening area, AD/AD0 , and, furthermore, the477

resulting curve largely overlapped the experimental results (Fig. 8b). This lent478

confidence to the air-water flow model and, at the same time, it confirmed Zhang’s479

claim that it is possible to estimate a priori the injector characteristics for a given480
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γn if the curve corresponding to another γn is known.481

The reliability of the erosion predictions will be a subject of discussion in the482

following section.483

4. Results and discussion484

4.1. Particle tracking and typical wear predictions485

After computing the air-water flow field, the trajectories of 75000 parcels were486

tracked. As an example, Fig. 9a displays the paths followed by 15 representative487

parcels as theymove through the injector, colored by their local velocitymagnitude,488

for γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.459. The parcels tend to move parallel to the nozzle489

casing, flowing around the supporting ribs. As they reach the contraction nozzle,490

they undergo sudden acceleration, increasing their velocity up to about 80 m/s491

and, eventually, collide with the surfaces of the nozzle and the needle. From492

a qualitative point of view, the obtained results are very similar to those of the493

earlier simulations of Zeng et al. [50]. Figure 9b allows further exploring the fluid494

dynamic behavior of the solids by showing the same trajectories colored by their495

local Stokes number in logarithmic scale. The Stokes number is defined as:496

StΛ =
τp
τΛ

(18)

where τp is the particle response time, which expresses the responsiveness of a497

particle to a change in the fluid velocity, and τΛ us a characteristic fluid time scale.498

The Stokes number is a measure of the temporal correlation between the particle499

velocity and the fluid velocity field. Particles with StΛ � 1 tend to follow the500

fluid streamlines, behaving as a passive scalar, whereas those having StΛ ≥ 1 will501

not be able to follow rapid changes in the fluid streamline [26, 51]. The Stokes502
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number acquires particular importance in relation to impact erosion because, in503

order to collide against a surface, a particle must necessarily detach from a fluid504

streamline. Thus, having local StΛ not much smaller than one is a necessary505

condition for particle-wall impingements to occur, whilst the impact velocity and506

the impact angle affect the damage that a colliding particle can produce. τp and τΛ507

were calculated along the parcels’ trajectories by means of the following formulas:508

τp =
4

3

ρpdp
ρCd|u@P − vP|

(19)

509

τΛ = CL
k@P

ε@P

(20)

in which CL = 0.15, as this is the typical time constant in the k-ε framework.510

Inspection of Fig. 9b reveals that, owing to the small value of particle size, the511

parcels substantially followed the fluid in the inlet tube (StΛ ≈ 0.10), whilst StΛ512

becomes higher close to the contraction nozzle, exceeding 10 in proximity of the513

nozzle outlet edge. This result had a clear correspondence with the locations of514

particle-wall impingements, which were densified in the end part of the injector,515

as shown in Fig. 9c based on a sample of 5000 parcels. The points in Fig. 9c are516

colored by the impact velocity magnitude, which assumed the maximum values517

at the outlet edge of the nozzle seat. Thus, the greatest erosion damage could be518

expected at this location.519

And indeed, when the Oka erosion model (Eq. 12) was employed to estimate520

the local erosion rate intensity of the surface elements on the inner walls of the521

injector, the end of the nozzle seat was found to be the part of the device most522

subjected to wear (Fig. 10a), even if some damage was found also on the needle523

(Fig. 10b). Similar results, although at a lower resolution, were found by Zeng et524

al. [50].525
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4.2. Effect of the injector opening on erosion526

Figure 11a depicts the integral erosion ratio of the nozzle seat and the needle as527

a function of the dimensionless needle stroke, s/D0, for γn = 27.5◦. Particularly,528

the estimates of the Oka and the DNV erosion models have been compared.529

As already observed for other types of flows [36, 55, 66], also in this case the530

use of different erosion correlations produced significant variations in the wear531

predictions. However, the erosionmodel had practically no effect on the qualitative532

behavior of the s/D0-Eint curves. With both options, the integral erosion ratio of533

the nozzle seat was higher compared to that of the needle, and the difference tended534

to disappear as s/D0 is reduced. Similar relative weights of the two contributions535

were predicted by Zeng et al. [50]. The photographs reported by Bajracharya et536

al. [10] and Neopane et al. [70] may suggest that the CFD model was capable in537

correctly predicting the location of erosion but, at the same time, the erosion of538

the needle was likely to be underestimated. A plausible interpretation could be539

that the actual needle wear is enhanced by the already mentioned coalesced effect540

of cavitation and impact erosion [10, 19, 20], a feature that was not accounted for541

in the numerical simulations.542

At present, the absence of reproducible experimental data does not allow543

assessing which of the two erosion models provides more accurate mass loss544

predictions. In an earlier investigation [55], two authors of this paper found that the545

Oka model procured the overall best agreement with experimental data for slurry546

abrasive jet impingement tests, whereas the DNV model tended to underestimate547

the mass removals. Furthermore, the Oka model accounts for the effect of more548

variables (i.e. particle size and material hardness) and its calibration range is549

closer to the flow conditions addressed in this study. All these considerations550
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may suggest that, compared to the DNV one, the Oka model procures more551

reliable estimates but, without an experimental validation, it is not possible to552

reach definitive conclusions. On the other side, it was interestingly noted that, if553

the Eint values were divided by a reference quantity, E∗ (here taken as the integral554

erosion ratio of the nozzle for s/D0 = 0.45), the dependence upon the erosion555

model could be substantially eliminated without affecting the relative weights of556

wear on the two components of the injector (Fig. 11b). This finding is relevant557

for the applications. In fact, often, the scope of the engineering simulation is not558

to accurately estimate the entity of hydro-abrasive erosion, but, rather, to allow559

reliable comparisons of different scenarios, and it is here proven that this can be560

achieved by referring to Eint/E
∗ instead of Eint.561

The trend of the integral erosion ratio versus the needle stroke had a clear562

correspondence with the distribution of erosion rate intensity, which is depicted563

in the third columns of Figs. 12 and 13 for the nozzle seat and the needle, re-564

spectively. In fact, whilst the wear of the nozzle seat was almost constant with565

s/D0, and confined along the outlet lip, the material removal from the needle nose566

considerably increased as the valve was closing. In order to further investigate this567

behavior, attention was turned to the most basic fluid-dynamic parameter affecting568

erosion, namely number of impingements, modulus of the impact velocity, and569

impact angle. These can be inspected in the first two columns of Figs. 12 and 13,570

obtained by sampling the computed parcels’ characteristics at the impingement571

stage. The variation of s/D0 did not result in appreciable changes in the number572

of impingements on the inner wall of the nozzle seat, and the combination of573

either low impact velocity or low impact angle resulted in negligible wear except574

close to the exit edge. Conversely, the increase in the erosion of the needle at low575
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s/D0 could be explained by the higher number of impacts and the higher impact576

velocities. Finally, it is noted that the impact angles were generally lower than 20◦577

on both the nozzle seat and the needle, thereby suggesting that cutting is likely to578

be the dominant erosion mechanism in Pelton turbine injectors.579

4.3. Effect of the needle vertex angle on erosion580

Finally, the influence of the needle vertex angle, γn, on erosion was studied for581

the whole range of needle strokes. In order to reduce the influence of the erosion582

model, the integral erosion ratio was divided by that of the needle at s/D0 = 0.45583

and γn = 27.5◦. The results, shown in Fig. 14a, indicated that, within the range584

considered, the needle vertex angle did not affect the qualitative behavior of the585

wear curves and the relative weights of the erosion of the needle and the nozzle586

seat. Nevertheless, erosion seemed more pronounced for low values of γn, this587

trend being more evident for the needle. Providing a rigorous justification of588

this result was definitely hard due to complexity of the computational model and589

the number of concurrent physical mechanisms involved, but some interpretation590

could be argued with the help of the sketch in Fig. 15, which depicts a typical591

parcel trajectory in the space between the needle and the nozzle seat. For both592

components, an increase in γn contribute to a reduction of the impingement angles,593

referred to as βi in the sketch, and, at the same time, an increase in the distance594

between two consecutive impingements. Since the low βi values (below 20◦, see595

also Figs. 12 and 13) belong to the range in which the impact angle function is596

monotonically increasing, both variations cause a reduction of erosion. Finally, it597

is noted that, unlike the discharge coefficient, the erosion curves did not collapse598

when plotted as a function of the effective opening area (Fig. 14b), underlining599

that the fluid dynamic similarity condition guessed by Zhang for the discharge600
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coefficient [1] did not extend to the loss of material arising from the presence of601

solid particles in the flow.602

5. Conclusions603

In this paper, the problem of hydro-abrasive erosion in Pelton turbine injectors604

was investigated bymeans of numerical simulations. Themain innovative aspect is605

that, for the first time, a systematic analysis of thewear characteristics of the injector606

was carried out by focusing on its use as a flow control device. A Volume Of Fluid607

(VOF) model was employed to reproduce the water flow inside the injector and the608

free jet, and a Lagrangian particle trackingmodel was used in conjunction with two609

erosion correlations to estimate the loss of material caused by the impingements of610

silt particleswithin the fluid. The reliability of the numericalmodelwas guaranteed611

by a consistency analysis followed by a two-step validation procedure. Firstly, the612

injector characteristics with three different needle vertex angles were found in613

good agreement with the earlier results of Zhang [1]. Secondly, consistency was614

obtained between the present wear predictions, previous simulation results [50],615

and field evidence [10] and [70]. The main findings of this work are as follows.616

• Unlike the locations of maximum erosion, the predicted amount of removed617

material was highly dependent on the choice of the erosion model (Fig. 11a).618

However, the influence of the wear correlation could be strongly reduced619

by normalization with a reference condition (Fig. 11b). This indicates620

that reliable evaluation of the erosion hotspots locations and comparison621

among different scenarios could be attained even in the lack of case-specific622

experimental data for calibration.623
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• Nozzle seat and needle were found the parts of the injector most vulnerable624

to erosion (Fig. 10), and cutting was identified as the main mechanism of625

material removal. The predicted integral erosion ratio of the nozzle seat626

was always higher than that of the needle, but the opening of the injector627

was likely to affect the wear of the two components in different ways. In628

fact, whilst the erosion ratio of the nozzle seat did not vary significantly629

over the entire travel rate, that of the needle increased of about one order630

of magnitude as the valve was closing (Fig. 11). The enhancement of the631

needle wear at low valve opening was explained by the higher number of632

impingements and higher impact velocities (Figs. 12 and 13).633

• A decrease of the needle vertex angle from 30◦ to 25◦ produced an increase634

of the erosion of the injector, more evident in the needle (Fig. 14). This635

was interpreted as a consequence of the higher number of impingements and636

higher impact angles (Fig. 15). The numerical results also indicated that the637

effective opening area, which allows unifying the influences of needle vertex638

angle and opening on the discharge coefficient into a single variable [1], is no639

longer a similarity parameter for the hydro-abrasive erosion characteristics.640

Themain limitation of this study is that the employedmathematical model does641

not account for the synergy between cavitation and silt erosion, which may result642

in enhanced wear of the needle. Current interest of the authors is the occurrence of643

cavitation in the injector, with the future goal of developing CFD models capable644

in predicting the material removal produced by solid particles in the presence of a645

cavitating flow, thereby improving the accuracy of the needle wear estimates at low646

openings. To this aim, experimental activities have been also planned to validate647

the numerical results.648
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Tables838

Table 1: Number of cells (total and in each domain zone) of the different meshes employed in this

study.

Number of cells

Mesh ID Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 Total

M1 7970 662548 201158 871676

M2 11124 1362460 383300 1756884

M3 15047 2810626 597441 3423114

M4 73017 7676673 2487191 10236881

Table 2: Calculation of discretization error. The parameter f is the discharge coefficient, ϕD0 , for

γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.067. r is the refinement factor between two grids, calculated making

reference to the total number of cells in the domain. The numbers 1 to 3 refer to meshes M1 to

M3, respectively. The subscript “ext” stands for the extrapolated solution, which is an estimation

of the “exact” one.

r12 1.26

r23 1.25

f1 0.123

f2 0.118

f3 0.117

fext 0.117

GCI23 0.27%
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Figure Captions839

Figure 1. Sketch of a Pelton turbine injector.840

Figure 2. A solid particle colliding against a surface.841

Figure 3. An abrasive jet impingement test.842

Figure 4. Half of the computational domain and boundary conditions for (a) the843

water-air mixture and (b) the parcels.844

Figure 5. (a) the different meshing zones; (b) details of mesh M3 close to the845

needle tip.846

Figure 6. Consistency analysis of the integral erosion ratio predictions with respect847

to the spatial mesh resolution and the number of injected parcels.848

Figure 7. VOF solution for γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.459: (a) mean pressure of849

the air-water mixture; (b) mean velocity magnitude of the air-water mixture; (c)850

air volume fraction.851

Figure 8. Superimposition of VOF predictions with Zhang’s data [1] in terms of:852

(a) trend of the discharge coefficient as a function of the dimensionless needle853

stroke; (b) trend of the discharge coefficient as a function of the effective nozzle854

opening area.855
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Figure 9. Exemplary particle tracking results for γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.459:856

(a) trajectories of 15 representative parcels colored by their local velocity magni-857

tude; (b) the same trajectories of subplot (a) colored by their local Stokes number858

in logarithmic scale; (c) impact points of 5000 representative parcels colored by859

the local impact velocity magnitude.860

Figure 10. Exemplary results for γn = 27.5◦ and s/D0 = 0.459: (a) erosion rate861

intensity of the nozzle seat; (b) erosion rate intensity of the needle.862

Figure 11. Dimensionless needle stroke versus: (a) the integral erosion ratio; (b)863

the relative integral erosion ratio, where E∗ is the integral erosion ratio of the864

needle at s/D0 = 0.45 ( = nozzle seat, Oka erosion model; = needle, Oka865

erosion model; = nozzle seat, DNV erosion model; = needle, DNV erosion866

model).867

Figure 12. Erosion of the nozzle seat for γn = 27.5◦ and three values of s/D0:868

impact points colored by the impact velocity (left column); the same impact points869

colored by the impact angle (central column); and resulting erosion rate intensity870

(right column).871

Figure 13. The same as Fig. 12 for the needle.872

Figure 14. Relative integral erosion ratio versus (a) the dimensionless needle873

stroke, (b) the effective opening area. The curves are plotted for different values874

of γn. E∗ is the integral erosion rate of the needle at s/D0 = 0.45 and γn = 27.5◦875
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(Needle data, : γn = 25◦; : γn = 27.5◦; : γn = 30◦. Nozzle seat data, :876

γn = 25◦; : γn = 27.5◦; : γn = 30◦).877

Figure 15. A typical particle trajectory in the space between the needle and the878

nozzle seat.879
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Hydro-abrasive erosion in Pelton turbine injectors: a
numerical study.

Gianandrea Vittorio Messa∗, Simone Mandelli, Stefano Malavasi
DICA, Politecinco di Milano, Piazza Leonardo da Vinci, 32 20133 Milano, Italy

Highlights

• Particle-laden jets generated by Pelton injector nozzles were numerically

simulated

• The regulation characteristics of the injectors were estimated

• The injector components most vulnerable to hydro-abrasive erosion were

identified

• The extent of erosion was assessed for different operation and design pa-

rameters

• A physical interpretation of the obtained results was provided
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